
Kwik Kopy Auburn  
Customer Testimonials

What our customers are saying about us...



Introduction

At Kwik Kopy, our clients inspire us everyday to go above and beyond to find 
solutions that help them succeed in their business. From reliable business printing, 
poster and banner printing, creative graphic design or innovative online solutions, 
we can help you achieve your current and future business goals.

We regularly seek feedback from our customers and love to hear how we helped, 
and even where we could improve. These are some of the comments and reviews we 
received from customers over the last few years.

We have a long and thorough background in meeting the needs of Small to Medium 
businesses. For more information about our products or services and how we can 
help, talk to us today.
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As always - our order was completed very efficiently.  A pleasure to do business with. Thank you

 JaneP27  - Office Manager

17/12/2019Great company.

No job is difficult,outstanding products and they never disappoint 

 Navce  - Operations Manager

14/12/2019Outstanding service

Great Christmas cards, perfectly printed with our message, and all for a great cause

 TimB  - Prinicapal

11/12/2019Great service and product

We always use Kwik Copy for our business. They are quick to respond to emails and provide 
quotes. And normally deliver our work within a week! Very happy with their service.

 MelM  - Fundraising Coordinator

13/12/2019Speedy and friendly service

I order my companies book requests and the service is prompt and good quality print of books.

 Manal  - Purchasing Officer

13/11/2019GREAT SERVICE AND PRODUCTS

Kwik Kopy Auburn

“ ”
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Always help us out of a jam. Nothing is too much trouble.

 Phoenixbiz  - Manager

8/10/2019Fast service

Love my new business card . Very professional and fast

 Xavier  - Doctor

14/08/2019Amazing  service

I had my business cards reprinted with some updates to the artwork which had been done by 
Kwik Kopy Auburn a couple of years ago.  This was done promptly and well.  However I suddenly 
had to make an unforseen change and KKA printed them again very quickly and at a very fair 
price.

 Glen W  - Regional Director

10/07/2019Business Card Reprint

I highly recommend Kwik Kopy Auburn, they provide exceptional customer service and quality 
products

 Wendy James  - Owner

10/07/2019Excellent service

Always able to offer what I wanted at the best price, and meet the 
tightest deadlines!

 Claire Zhou  - Marketing Coordinator

10/09/2019Great services at the best prices“ ”
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I visited Kwik Kopy about 6 weeks ago and was pleased I had as it gave me a great insight to 
what they actually did, it has given me ideas and it was great to meet the team

 Patti  - Sales & Marketing Coordinator

10/07/2019Service and Product Introduction

Very fast, service.. always honest and super fast delivery. Highly responsive

 Michaelsps1986  - Director

10/07/2019Great service!!

We use KwikKopy, Kate & Sebastian’s experience to create fantastic prints for charity, community 
and national events.They have always been attentive to our varied needs for printing, from flyers, 
to magnets, and banners.Thankyou KwikKopy

 Costco  - Marketing Representative

12/06/2019Fast, Efficient & Great Service

My order was handled very professionally and excellent advice was given on what product I 
should use. Turn around time was very quick.

 Kwik Kopy Auburn customer  - Bdm

12/06/2019Great service

Seb and Kate from Auburn are my goto people for everything I print. I’m in a busy real estate 
office so we often have tight deadlines and they always deliver what I need and when I need it.

 Suze  - Managing Director

14/05/2019The service is exceptional
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I did several pull-up banners with Kwik Kopy Auburn and it was always done very quickly and the 
team was always providing costs within the hour. Quality is correct and I am happy with what 
was provided. The quality-cost ratio is really good as well.

 Megane  - Marketing Coordinator

14/05/2019Reactive team and fast job!

The team printed some postcards for us. They were ready within 2 days and professional done. 
Love your work

 Scott Enfield  - National Sales Manager

10/04/2019Fast quality service

I regularly have work printed here, the quality and time turn around is exceptional.Professional 
product and friendly service. LOVE IT!

 Ms Bling  

10/04/2019very professional - great service and products

Kwik Kopy provided us with new business cards. They provided a very efficient service and kept us 
up to date throughout the process.

 Kwik Kopy Auburn customer  - Accounts

10/04/2019Fast & Reliable Service!

We ordrered a print job via email. It was completed in good time, delivered to our office and was 
just as we expected. A great quality print and excellent service.

 Caterina  - Warranty Administrator

13/03/2019Great service as always!
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Seb, Kate and the team helped me create a welcome to 2019 pack for key clients. A nice change 
to the typical Christmas campaign. Seemliness, flawless and bang on time. Thank you team.

 Kwik Kopy Auburn customer  - Director

11/02/2019Welcome to 2019 campaign

I’ve been entrusting the printing of all our marketing materials - business cards, brochures, books 
- to Kwik Kopy Auburn for about 7 years now. I’ve only ever received exceptional service So much 
so that I’m consistently recommending Kate, Seb and their team to all my clients and colleagues.

 Daniela Cavalletti  - Founder

16/01/2019Fast, professional service with a smile

I needed some promotional products printed and I contacted Kate at Kwik Kopy Auburn to see if 
she could help me. I got some great ideas and such friendly service. I received my order promptly 
and efficiently. Could not recommend them highly enough!

 Saranne  - Accredited Mediator

12/12/2018Excellent product and service!

The team at Quik copy, are extremely prompt with there service and there is never any quality 
issues

 Blake  - Director

11/12/2018Great service

Kwik Kopy Auburn stuck to the brief and delivered within a quick timeframe. Product was to spec 
and their customer service exceptional.

 ZiaK  - EA To CEO

12/11/2018Great Service!
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Turned around 160 hard hat stickers in record time so there were no delays for our clients job

 Michael c  - CEO

12/11/2018Amazing service

Happy dealing with Kate & Simone @ Kwik Kopy Auburn.Friendly, reliable and professional in 
their services.

 Snuggles  - NSW Admin Manager

12/11/2018Great Service - Nice Product!

Have been dealing with KwikKopy Auburn for years.They are a professional business that are easy 
to do business with.  No job is too small for them.  If they can’t help you, then they recommend 
someone who can.  This has been my latest experience.  Grateful for the contact with my print.

 Michelle1  

11/10/2018Professional

We have been purchasing all our printed forms and general stationery since we formed the 
Association some twenty years ago. The staff has always been very helpful in making up our 
various requirements

 Nsaa  - Hon.Treasurer

9/10/2018Ccontented Customers

Nothing is ever out of the question for the team at Kwik Kopy Auburn, they 
always cater to my last-minute requests without issue. They’re my reliable 
business partner!

 FrancescaEOS  - General Manager

8/10/2018Always helping“ ”
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I have been working with Kwik Kopy Auburn for the last 12 months. They are consistently great 
service, quality and turnaround. They also help me out with difficult requests / print requirements

 DannyB  - Marketing Manager

9/10/2018Great service and turnaround

I called up Kwick Kopy Auburn for some urgent printing.This was arranged quickly, ready quickly 
and they actually stayed back to enable pick up.Can’t recommend this service enough!Will 
definitely print with them again.

 Peterh  

13/09/2018Great service: Above and Beyond!

I visited quick copy in Silverwater parking was very hard to find had to use the parking next door 
people where not happy when I went in there had to wait  for someone to come to the front but 
when someone did theyb where very helpful and nice

 Gozza  - Storeperson Manager

15/08/2018good and friendly

Seb looked after us and we are very happy so will come again

 Stephen Jones  - MD

14/08/2018Good servicde

Very easy company to deal with. I received my products so kwikly.Thank you Auburn team!

 YouandEye  - Optical Dispenser

14/08/2018Fantabulous
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Excellent service from great people. Efficient, reliable and knowledgable!

 Mitch Hockey  - Marketing Manager

14/08/2018Kate and the Team are superstars

Always quick with a reply for when we place an order. Wonderful quotes for the business. And 
super friendly to communicate with!

 LauraGI  - Admin And Finance Assistant

11/07/2018Always so friendly and helpful!

We use Kwik Kopy Auburn regularly for our company business cards, but needed an urgent order 
turned around in only a few days.  Not only did they say it wasn’t a problem, they were super 
friendly about our last minute request and had our cards couriered to our city office earlier than 
the time frame requested.  Highly recommend this team!

 Netta  - Paralegal

10/07/2018
Quick turnaround, friendly staff, quality prod-
uct

perfect printing every time - i have been using KK for some years now and wold not go anywhere 
else for my printing.

 Kwik Kopy Auburn customer  - Lawer

10/07/2018Quick turnaround

Sebastiaan and Kate are very responsive to all our printing needs.

 LisaT  - Marketing Manager

2/04/2018
Fantastic Customer Service and Speedy Print-
ing
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What ever order i place its on my door step so fast it feels like i had only just put the phone 
down.

 CraigSprat  - Builder/Director

28/03/2018Perfect service every time

Kate and Seb are always excellent - they rock and are so good at what they do

 Robin Durham  - Owner

28/03/2018Kate and Seb

I ordered stickers, business cards and magnets. All excellent.

 Kwik Kopy Auburn customer  

24/12/2017Great customer service, excellent products

The best service I have ever had dealing with another business, nothing to hard on time and staff 
first class.Thank you very much

 Kinzel  - Director

24/12/2017Number one Kwik Kopy

Thank you to the team at Kwikkopy Auburn for the fabulous job they did printing my children’s 
picture book, ‘The Sock Monster’. The cover and pages are thick and glossy, and the colour jumps 
out very strongly. The book is ‘perfectly bound’ - with a little spine. My book is exactly the way 
I imagined it to turn out. Kate, the owner, took really good care overseeing the whole process 
and liasing with me. I highly recommend Kwikkopy Auburn to anyone who is looking for a 
professional job. - Linda LokheeChildren’s Book Author

 Linda Lokhee  - Author/ Owner

24/12/2017Quality printing and great service.
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I’ve worked with Kwik Kopy Auburn since starting at Rentokil Initial 19 months ago. The friendly, 
professional and consistent service I receive is fantastic. I would recommend Kwik Kopy to 
anyone who requires a quick, reliable and friendly service.

 CharbelC93  - Marketing Business Partner

14/12/2017
Would recommend Kwik Kopy Auburn to any-
one

Thank you for the care taken and speed of Christmas card delivery. You really went above and 
beyond to get us out of a hole!

 CoTen  - MD

14/12/2017Exceptional service

I visted KKA and met with Sebastiaan as I needed some business cards.

 Bruce124  - CEO

14/12/2017Fantastic Dervide with a smile

I needed to print business cards overnight and the staff was fast to deliver. I was attended by 
Kate who helped me greatly. The business cards had great finishing even though I got a more 
“basic” type. I would, and problably will, definitely use Kwik Kopy for printing services again.

 Bakomel  - Owner

14/12/2017Great and efficient work

I love using Kwik Kopy. They are provide seamless service and deliver quality results every time.

 Alicia Hawkins  - Client Support & Executive Assistan

13/12/2017Kwik Kopy are efficient, caring & professional
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I gave Kate a tough brief for my business cards which included foiling and a tricky colour too - as 
expected they did a phenomenal job!

 Aaron_CD  - Managing Director

30/10/2017Great service!

Another superb quality service from Kwik Kopy Auburn! Thanks to Kate for a well organised print. 
It took me one day to finish a 12pp artwork for the brochure and it took Kwik Kopy 4 hours to 
print it! Boss is happy and I couldn’t be happier.

 KenC  - Web Graphic Designer

23/10/2017Sameday Quality Print!

I use Kwik Kopy Auburn for all the companies printing requirements because they go above 
beyond service wise and think outside of the box when it comes to design.

 Hip Hampers  

21/10/2017Fantastic service

Great service from Auburn, always aim to please and have used them for years as a result.

 PrimoMel  - Office Manager

4/09/2017Great and quick service

I ordered a door sign from Seb, that arrived within a day. Being pretty poor in the handyman 
department, I was unable to affix them to the glass door. Seb, without complaint or extra 
charges, came out and did the job him self, early one morning and took over an hour to make 
sure the job was perfect. Thank you Seb, that was exceptional service.

 CoTen  - MD

25/08/2017Above and beyond
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We have been using Kwik Kopy for years. They have always managed to turn around an urgent 
job for us in next to no time. It’s great to know we can always count on them!

 LeeC  - National Warehouse Coordinator

25/08/2017Always there when we need you!

Great service, great quality results, delivered on time.

 Adro  - Safety Manager

25/08/2017Items produced were exactly what I ordered

KK Auburn are always prepared to go outside the square to find print solutions that meet our 
needs. They deliver on time and always at a competitive price. Great people doing great work.

 Speed Queen  - National Sales Manager

31/07/2017Customer Focused

I have been dealing with Kate & Seb @ Kwik Kopy Auburn for many years.
The experience has been great with wonderful & friendly service.

 MarianneM  - Process Improvement Manager

21/07/2017Great Experience every time

Kwik Kopy has done a number of different printing jobs, I am always pleasantly surprised when 
even faced with the most unrealistic deadlines they still say “Yes” and meet the deadline.

 Nick L  - Graphic Designer

19/06/2017Friendly, Accurate and Reliable Service!

“ ”
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I have ordered in the last month and been dealing with Kwik Kopy Auburn for years and they beat 
everyone in service, delivery, product and price.

 Pat1  - Office Manager

19/06/2017Very quick service, accurate and quick delivery

All my printing needs are looked after by KK Auburn and here is no other place I would even 
consider

 TonyS  - Director

17/06/2017Kwik Kopy Auburn delight

I visited kwikkopy for my logbook i was really impressed with the service and the quality.

 Caesar security  - Director

17/06/2017Great service and product

I recently ordered business cards from Kate and, as usual, the job was completed flawlessly and 
to an outstanding quality.Highly recommend Kwik Kopy Auburn!

 Liesel  - Leadership Team Assistant

8/06/2017Excellent, quality service and products

Ordering from Kwick Kopy Auburn was a pleasure from start to finish. Email exchange was 
prompt and professional, the job was done in the required time and personal delivery was the 
icing on the cake! An excellent business to deal with!

 Caterina  - Warranty Administrator

7/06/2017Excellent service!

We have been using Kwik Kopy for a long time.  I am always satisfied by the service and speed 
with which jobs are completed.  Great team at Auburn.

 Rosslyn  - COO

7/06/2017Great Service
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We had some design and printing work for a trade show. I could not get response from our 
regular printer. I went to your store and was glad to meet Simone who did the job without any 
fuss and everything was easy.

 Simone01  - Sales Director

7/06/2017
Great service by the team, particularly by 
Simone

I recently visited Kwik Kopy at Auburn, needing advice on the best media on which to print 
artwork.  Sebastiaan and Rick asked the right questions to understand my needs and showed me 
a few options to best suit my requirements.  They took the time to answer my queries in return, 
and I couldn’t be happier with the end result.Thanks so much for a quality job once again.

 AnaSK  - Marketing Coordinator / Ea

7/06/2017Great advice and a great end product

We use Kwik Kopy Auburn all the time as we know we will get an excellent product in good 
time frame. In our business having a consistent product is vital and Kwik Kopy ensures this every 
single time.

 SpeedQ  - Sales Manager

7/06/2017Excellent service & professional product

Though conventionally I’m not a Kwik Kopy fan, the team at Auburn are not conventional - in 
fact with some of the latest in equipment, stock supply and knowledge they deliver far more, 
faster and of a higher standard than any printer I’ve worked with - and do so on every job, 
regardless of print run quantity required.  Be it work for us personally or larger corporate clients 
like Tabcorp, the speed, quality and efficiency of work supported with superior customer service 
and good old fashioned manners, makes them the go-to answer for printing every time.

 LOCKE pty ltd  - Managing Director

7/06/2017Speed, quality, efficiency, manners....
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I contacted Kwik Kopy Auburn online to request urgent business cards, as I had a networking 
meeting the next day and the previous set of business cards I had requested from a different 
company were terrible!Expecting that I wouldn’t be able to have them for at least 24 hours I 
was pleasantly surprised when Kwik Kopy came back to me to confirm I could have them the 
same day as I had requested.  Brilliant!The quality of the cards was excellent and I was able to 
confidently attend my first networking meeting.

 Cerise  - Director/CEO

26/04/2017Prompt and High quality

We needed A1 prints in an hour. Kwik Kopy Auburn came to the rescue. They printed the order 
from our email, and we picked up shortly after. It was that simple.

 Stephen  - Purchasing Manager

25/04/2017Delivered what was required, on time

We are the old customer of Kwik Kopy. We are happy with the products and service and  that is 
the reason why we are with kwik kopy. The product we are using are the best ones with the nice 
artworks as we demanded. We would like to maintain this relation in future too.

 Saru  - Payroll Clerk

21/04/2017Great Service

Always go beyond to find the right  solution - intelligent, quick and efficient!

 BeverleyP  - Executive

21/04/2017Great service & efficient

We needed a small job done quickly and they delivered. We then gave them a bigger job and 
again they delivered. Fast, friendly and cost competitive

 Kwik Kopy Auburn customer  - Director Marketing & Communications

21/04/2017Fast, friendly and great printing results
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They were quick, helpful and provided great value!

 Davide C  - Director

6/04/2017friendly and professional service

Once again Kwikkopy Auburn have impressed with their great service and efficiency. I highly 
recommend them!

 Camino Fit  - Owner

23/03/2017Wonderful service & very fast delivery

I visited Kwik Kopy a few weeks ago and loved the experience. Seb and Kate were really friendly 
and loved having a look at what we can do in the future.

 CharbelC93  - Marketing Assistant

23/03/2017
Charbel Coorey’s Kwik Kopy Review (Rentokil 
Initia

I’ve been using Kwik Kopy Auburn for a couple of years but always for business cards, brochures, 
etc..  This time, I needed a fridge magnet, designed & printed on a deadline which I thought 
might be impossible to achieve.  Seb had it under control, designed and printed for 70% less than 
my business partners were quoted - AMAZING!!  Why would anyone go anywhere else?!

 Jo Grabyn  - Director / Founder

21/03/2017Spectacular service and quality, as always!

Very prompted in actioning the order with excellent customer service

 Kwik Kopy Auburn customer  - Executive Assistant

21/03/2017Great Service & Product
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I use Kwik Kopy Auburn for the majority of my printing and wouldn’t consider using any other 
printer.

 Cookie68  - Graphic Designer

21/03/2017Fantastic service, fast turn around

Kate, Sebastian and the team make every order as simple and stress free as possible. I needed 6 
banners printed before the end of the week, the size of the artwork I provided was incorrect at 
our end, but I had no designers available that day to resize them. That afternoon Rick from KK 
showed up with all of them. They were able to change the artwork for me and delivered them a 
day after I sent the original artwork. This made me a very happy customer!

 Lisa123  - Marketing Executive

21/03/2017Above and beyond

I have used Kwik Copy Auburn in the past for this latest products and others and I have always 
found their performance faultless.

 Rolando  - Principal

21/03/2017Product made to our exact specifications

As we need things done for short turn around  , they get back to us prompty with prices & sample 
before printingEnd product always at high standard

 Rachel Bliss  - Accounts Manager

21/02/2017Great service , & products

We use Kwik Kopy Auburn often - everyone down there is great. Efficient and know what they’re 
talking about.

 Kazoo  - Dircector

21/02/2017Kazoo Review
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I have utilised Kwik Kopy Auburn’s services a few times now and they never fail to disappoint. 
From the initial enquiry/quote request to delivery of printed material, their service is second to 
none. A pleasure doing business with them.

 Annalisamarieb  - Director

21/02/2017Exceptional Customer Service & Quality

We use Kwik Kopy Auburn because the quality and service is A1. What more could you ask for?

 Hip Hampers  - Business Owner

21/02/2017Great Service

Very helpful and patient service, product was printed and delivered without a hitch.

 Dan28964  

22/12/2016Very helpful service!

We often have urgent orders and the team at Kwik Kopy Auburn always come through and 
deliver on time, every time. I would highly recommend them to everyone for all your printing 
needs.

 SandyT  - Office Manager

9/12/2016Can always rely on Kwik Kopy!

I visited kwikkopy-Auburn, and was really content with the way they communicated, performed 
and delivered on requests by me.

 Fredg  - Technical Officer-Supervisor

8/12/2016
Great service, friendly and professional per-
sonnel
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I have used Kwik Kopy Auburn for over a year now and their service, communication, quality and 
turn around time is admirable. Well done and thank you. Your professionalism in turn supports 
mine in business.

 Kwik Kopy Auburn customer  - Director

8/12/2016Fabulous service

I’ve used Kwik Kopy Auburn a few times for various jobs, from business cards, to flyers, vouchers 
and leave behind quality brochures.  No job is too big or small.  Seb and Kate give solid advice to 
suit both my business needs and the product we’re working on.  I’d recommend them to anyone 
in business!  LOVE your Work KKA - Keep it up!!

 Jo Grabyn  - Director / Founder

9/11/2016Great service, flexibility, quality & advice!

I had flyers and posters done for a health talk I was running 2 weeks ago.I had little experience 
with the logistics of the whole process but having Kate McConville assisting memade it an 
absolute breeze.Kate took care of everything, made me feel at ease and produced an incredibly 
beautiful product and may I add incredible quickly!I can now see why they are called Kwik Kopy 
Thank you so much!

 Irena Geller  - The Food Cravings Guru

9/11/2016
Great service, quick service and awesome 
product!

Emailing the team one day and receiving printed goods the next day - doesn’t get better than 
that! Great quality.

 Annalisamarieb  - Director

8/11/2016Exceptional Customer Service & Care
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Over the past few months I have required urgent last minute printing and the team at Auburn 
have always moved mountains to make it all happen for me. The finished product always looks 
professional and polished. Great result every time.

 Bianca  - Project Manager

8/11/2016Customer Service

Each product we receive has great quality and always looks amazing.

 Kelly16  - Project Manager

8/11/2016Fantastic products and amazing advice!

the quality was good and turn around time was reasonable aswell, it would be nice if they could 
do spell check before printing.

 Mohammed  - Service Operations Manager

8/11/2016i ordered some books

I ordered some flyers a couple of weeks ago and they arrived on my door step quicker than I 
could think!

 Vanessak76  - Coach

8/11/2016So fast!

KWIK KOPY CAME AND SEEN WHAT WE WANTED AND SUPPLIED NO PROBLEM

 Janette1234  - Administration Rd&A

19/10/2016
GREAT SERVICE & COMMUNICATION. 
HAPPY WITH PRODUCT

I have been using KwikKopy Auburn for all my printing needs, books, business cards, folders and 
brochures over the past 6 years and they have never let me down. What’s more I have referred 
several of my small business clients to Kate and Sebastiaan at KwiKopy Auburn and each and 
every one of them has thanked me for making the introduction, they’ll never go anywhere else 
again to have anything printed

 Roland  - Owner

8/11/2016On the ball and unmatched service
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I have come to deal with the Kwik Kopy Auburn team on a regular basis. The reason I keep going 
back is simple.  Sebastiaan and Kate are an absolute dream to deal with. From initial discussions 
on paper stock for our quarterly newsletter through to delivery, they are class all the way.  Not 
to mention the great price, excellent turn around time and fantastic end product.  This team is at 
the top of it’s game.  Thank you for making our quarterly newsletter a success!

 AnaK  - Program Coordinator

19/10/2016Great service and simple process

Kate at Kwik Kopy auburn is fast and efficient, she has the best tips to save money and moves 
mountains to get your job done on time and within budget..

 Euanjmcmillan  - Chiropractor

3/10/2016Fast efficient service! I’m very happy!

I can’t speak highly enough of the team at Kwik Kopy in Auburn. The brief was interpreted 
perfectly. Such great quality work and delivery. I am so happy to refer to Kwik Kopy in Auburn 
and can’t imagine using another printer again.

 Suze  - Director

27/09/2016The best printing experience I’ve ever had

Requested quote, submitted artwork and received finished goods all in quick turnaround. Order 
process was made easy.

 Fast  - Senior Business Development Manager

27/09/2016Excellent turnaround time and friendly service

Sebastiaan and the team have gone above and beyond to source the quality materials that we 
need, and have met our tight deadline time and time again without complaint. That is why they 
are our supplier of choice!

 EOS and Gallop  - Integrator

23/09/2016Exchange in abundance
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Always great fast and reliable service with Kwik Kopy!

 Kirsty  - Reception/Admin

23/09/2016Australian Structural Steel

Made the process easy with great results.Will be back again for all my printing needs.

 Brownie  - Director

22/09/2016Fast service

Good quality products, good communication and great prices

 Kwik Kopy Auburn customer  - Executive Assistant

22/09/2016Great and friendly service

great service, products,communication & fantastic staff

 Marianthi Stoikos  - Receptionist

31/08/2016
great service, communication & fantastic 
staff

I have used Kwik Kopy Auburn several times in the last 6 months as I have started a new tech 
start-up, they are excellent. The team are always accommodating and delivery of a perfect 
quality products, from flyer, pull up banners and brochures is something I can rely on.

 AgDraft  - Founder

29/08/2016Outstanding quality and service
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Great products,fast service, on time deliveries and friendly staff. Kwik Kopy got it all. It’s always a 
pleasure working with them.

 Prekshi  - Student Administration Oficer

21/08/2016Amazing Service !

Running a PR agency, we often have super short deadlines for promotional items and Kwik Kopy 
Auburn always deliver a quality finished product ahead of when we need it.

 KarenM  - Creative Director

18/08/2016Excellent service and quality

The guys n gals at Kwik Kopy Auburn know there stuff and were able to pick up my business card 
order, edit the design to make it right and deliver in double quick time. Great service and product

 Strachan  - Director

18/08/2016Business Cards With Style

Excellent service, attention to details, quick proofing and very quick delivery.

 Pat1  - Office Manager

18/08/2016SERVICE

Why go anywhere else when you can get the perfect service, advice and price at Kwik Kopy 
Auburn?

 Amanda 47  - Director

4/08/2016Amazing quality and service
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I use kwik kopy for many things, big orders and urgent orders and kwik kopy always deliver. I 
always get a promped response after asking for a new order and within a few days the order has 
arrived and is sometimes even hand delivered by someone. I couldn’t ask for a better service and 
wouldn’t consider using anyone else

 Rhiannon  - Reception/Administration

4/08/2016Amazing service, always friendly and efficient

Kwik Kopy Auburn was recommended to me by a friend to do some printing and Company 
stationery. The level of service and quality of the product was amazing. Would highly recommend 
them to anyone. And they also were very reasonably priced!

 Mattie  - Director

2/08/2016wow what service

I have utilised Auburn Kwik Kopy for both personal and business jobs for the past 6 years and 
have received high quality service and products each time. The added bonus is the quick turn 
around and the loving touch and care they provide in all aspects, whether it be customer service 
right through to production. Seb, Kate, Simone, Ray,Helenka and the rest of the team are such a 
joy to do business with and I would recommend them to anyone seeking print or digital services.

 LeonieH  - Marketing Co-Ordinator

1/08/2016High Quality Service With A Touch Of Love

We use Kwik Kopy on a regular basis because not only are they competitive, the quality of the 
printing is second to none and the service is always friendly and efficient.

 Amanda 47  - Owner

1/08/2016Quick friendly efficient service.

I contacted Kate from Kwik Kopy and needed business cards urgently I ga e them my art work 
and has finished business cards that Thursday rest for my business meeting great service highly 
recommend their services

 Robert  - Director

2/08/2016Great service Pleasure to deal with
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KwikKopy have always done a  fantastic job. Our organisation have done business with Kwikkopy 
Perth, Brisbane and Sydney and all staff members are very friendly and helpful.Keep up the good 
work !!! :)

 Prekshi  - Student Administration Officer

23/07/2016Great service !!!

We really enjoy working with Kwik Kopy Auburn - always prompt and courteous.

 Tim Ellis Excel Physio  - Principal Physio

22/07/2016Great service

I used Kwik Kopy Auburn after I was recommended by a friend and was not let down! I was 
very happy with the quick replies by Sebastiaan and the attention to detail. Their prices are 
competitive and I will continue to use them on future projects!

 Anastasia  - Co-Owner/Creative Director

21/07/2016Great Service

My company have been using Kwik Kopy for years. We have tried other printers in the past but 
always return. Now we wont even use any other printer. We have been quite demanding with 
deadlines and specific paper stock and nothing has ever been a problem.

 Cookie68  - Graphic Designer

21/07/2016Fast, friendly, reliable

I use Kwik Kopy at Silverwater with Kate and Seb. They are fantastic. ALWAYS tentative to 
exactly what I need. They are great at brainstorming ideas and giving me options that I never 
though available. They really care able the product they provide but also about making me look  
good with my clients

 Kwik Kopy Auburn customer  - Event Strategist

21/07/2016Great Service always supportive
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I needed only 2 sheets of Best Before stickers within 48 hours and Kate had them done AND let 
me pick them up from her house to save me the trip to Auburn, sincerely EXCEPTIONAL customer 
service.

 Renae  - Director

21/07/2016Always fast friendly service!

I visited Kwik Kopy after doing a lot of emailing printers to print 5000 copies of a flyer/brochure 
for a Club event, I was having lots of trouble getting prices and anyone to do it within a week 
and they wouldn’t commit also they didn’t like our artwork, so at my wits end I walked into the 
Auburn Kwik Kopy praying they could help. I was amazed by the service and can do attitude, also 
with prices within in the range that we needed. They took the order processed it and got it done 
in 3-4 days and with 2 days to spare I was over the moon. Great thanks goes to the Auburn Kwik 
Kopy and I will be making sure that any further work is done by them.

 Asiel68  - Club President

21/07/2016Great Service and Product

We use Kwik Kopy Auburn for all of our digital printing and have done so for almost 10 years 
now. The best decision we ever made.

 Belgrin  - CEO

21/07/2016Excellent Service

Kate and the team are always fantastic - prompt / reliable and great to work with.

 Jacob  - Director

21/07/2016Amazing!



Contact us today to find out how 
we can help you.

www.auburn.kwikkopy.com.au


